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OSHA's Form 300 {Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
··-: .:~ .• ,.~ · ::· .2!"·- ... ;~-::.·.~~- '0::. l"~--t~<.~ '..:lc..,."'"":' ._.; -:- ~··:r.:...._;.z.:-tt<.l.,.,-;.~~~c.)f';. ·'!:'""""' .::~~'V ,.~··. •: . -:< 1'<·:~,. ~ -:r -:-~ ..... .-~ · , • . l.~····· :!.,:-:·": :_· · :.c..::--~" '. : :;· ·?'="Jr-.· .. ~"' \lf;~ ..... :- ;: . .:. . :·.;;·:o.r ~: .. ••· 
ou must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
eyond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
~uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
~·Jry and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalept form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
•r help. 
- · .. , ..:. · .. ~ 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
Enter the number of 
(A) (B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) (D) 
Date of 
injury or 
onset of 
(E) (F) CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
Case 
No. 
10700 
10701 
10702 
10703 
10704 
10705 
10706 
Nicole Miller 
Carlos Garcia 
Estuardo Salazar 
Valencia C. Camarillo 
Rosendo Ortiz 
Adam Baker 
Alisha Chisten 
Job Title (e.g. , 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
illness 
(mo./day) 
01/04 
01/04 
01/03 
01/11 
01/11 
01/04 
01/07 
Where the event occurred 
(e.g. Loading dock north 
end) 
Poultry Area 
Beef Kill 
Poultry Area 
Poultry Kill 
Beef Kill area 
J-lsle 
Poultry Salting 
ublic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
ne to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
formation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
MB control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspec!s of this4e!a collection, contact: 
S"Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
J210. Do not send the completed fomns to this office. 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g . Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Strained Left Side Neck, Collar Bone, Shldr, 
Arm and Hand From Jerking a Box 
Puncture to back side of left thigh 
meat tag gun 
Laceration to tip of left thumb 
Biro Saw 
Laceration to left index finger 
knife blade 
Burnt right hand 
boiling water 
Sprained Right Ankle 
slipped in j-isle 
Muscle Strain/Upper Back 
pulling down on .tumbler 
Page totals 
' 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was : 
~~f~t~1~ :~ t~*~~j ;~:4t1.~ii~{t,!~~~~.~~~~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 0 3 4 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
0 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
Page 1 of 22 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
20 
4 
17 
41 
' •. , ...... ~ -r-• :- ,: 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/0 9/07 
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
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OSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
'·: ·~·- ! .. -\to: • • >.'~ ...... --;::.:·: ~~ ..... :· ~.o :i.:-~: • .:.···!!:- . •:;:....";.r...:..:;.~~;-;. ;.:.~-"' ·= - -~ :;;,:;;:;::z.;::: ~·~.:.·.:, ~_~::-~ . .;:..~-~- .;.:.:.. --_::-·.: .: :;.·;:;•~; •"~";·j; t·"= -:; ... ~";;_:,: ... y ~ .r:.~- · .. -:..c--;;;,;.. -J':. ~ ~ ... :..:·~,;. .:·~:. 
ou must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted worK activity or job transfer, days away from worK, or medical treatment 
eyond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses ·that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equiv~lent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
1r help. 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
(A) 
Case 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
10707 Corey Guyer 
10708 Gerardo Nava 
10709 Maritu· Cardona 
10710 Gustavo Cujcuj 
10711 Eleazar Calicio 
10712 Pedro Aguilar 
1071 3 Elder Lopez 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Knifeman 
Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
01/08 
01/10 
01/15 
01/16 
01/16 
01/25 
01130 
Yards 
Poultry Area 
Stairs 
Non Kosher area 
Poultry Area 
Beef retail 
Beef Kill 
ublic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
me to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
1formation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
1MB control number. If you have any cornments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
IS Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
0210. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Lower Left Side Back Strain 
Slipped and Twisted Wrong 
RiQht Wrist Strain (Swollen) 
Lifting Barrel 
Muscle Strain to Back of Neck and Both Shoulders 
Slipped on Stairs 
RiQht Shoulder Strain 
pushing and pulling 
Left Hand Ring and Pinky Fingers Bruised and Swollen 
Fingers caught in door handle. 
Right forearm strain . 
Repetitive Motion 
Laceration Right Hand Middle Finger 
knife blade 
Page totals 
,..,. 
City Postville 
Enter the number of 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
~ll ll~~l·lf~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 3 3 
Away 
From 
Work 
{days) 
(K) 
3 
3 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
7 
13 
11 
31 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
Page 2 of 22 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State ____ __:l.::.owa=-----
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
(M) 
(1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
6 
(1) 
,_ 
Ql 
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0 
c 
32 
en 
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"' Q) I 
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1 
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Q; 
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OSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
~-- ~-.. ~.".".:~--t_:~·L;~-..:·!..t .. ~ .. ··.-."!• i~_.~·i:!:-~·!!~~-.. p i-) -1- ~ ,:;..~;:-,.4;rJO.=. •. ...-.:..;<. •·· ::• •· ·-t:;~ '~"Ai.'~;.,~·;,l~l~;;: ,..;t'o.,r-1· -" -.-:. . .$".;~)~J:::...J~.'!'C i:;-~\'~ : :· . -.,· • :·· • ' ·· • -- ~=:- :-::: ~·· ;;: ::-:.1:-:_ -;: :;·::•:~ -~---·- :=:: :\;.•.~":.Eo.;:- ':".: , _;t::•,;:\~1f"':";, ; ''. ....,\.-.. ~ - •· 
ou must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
-; • ~- •• - J',fl ' 
~yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equiv~lent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office Establishment name Agriprocessors , Inc 
f help. 
(A) 
Case 
No. 
+G-7-14 
~ 
10716 
+G-7+7 
20700 
20701 
20702 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
Estuardo Salazar 
Gustavo Galvan Calderon 
Cesar Solovi 
Pedro Lopez 
Marvin Perez 
Berulo Murillo 
Efrain Acevedo 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g ., 
Welder) 
Leg boner 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Knifeman 
Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
G-+IW 
G44-1-
01/21 
~ 
02/02 
02/04 
02/01 
D ~>~ h~~;~~ 
~~ 
Hocif room 
Kosher Beef Packaging 
1.-,,-L ~~--"~ -·"" ·~ 
Cooler 
Beef Retail 
Unknown 
Jblic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
ne to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
formation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
MB control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
3 Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
1210. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecVsubstance !hill directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
cut to tip of thumb 
. 
lr-L 1:) ...•• 
Caustic Acid 
Callous on Left Thumb 
Repetitive Motion of Using Knife 
Strained lumbar region 
Bruised Left Side 
Slipped and Fell on Floor 
Bruised Left Rib Area 
Slipped and Ran Into Table 
Lump on Right Wrist 
Table fell on Right Hand 
Page totals 
City ...:..P....:o:.::s.:..:tv..:..:.il:.::le:__ _____ _ 
Enter the number of 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
:~:~~~:~: ~:~~~ff~~:. ;_· .. :~~t;:-i~;!~~~-~~:~~-?~~j~~3}:5¥~J 
·nealh : ,:ft:' ·: -, .. ~-!<.;,. ·., '"'iRemamed ·at worl< ;··~"-·.ll. rt.f.~~  : ·_ .:9.~~ ~~!~ :-_~t~~~~4:::%f~~~£.t~ ;~~f-~~;r~i7~~~~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
Away 
From 
Work 
{days) 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(G) (H) (I) (J) (K) (L) 
DUPLICATE ENTRY- SEE CASE NUMBER 010702 
NO DOCTOR APPOINTMENT:... NO TREATMNET 
X 
NO DOCTOR APPOINTMENT- NO TREATMNET 
X 10 
X 1 28 
X 
0 1 2 1 38 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
Page 3 of 22 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State ____ _..:_lo:...:w.:...:a=-----
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
• • .<,: .• , .~ •• 
- ' 
........ -._:· .. -.. ·;. ;· ~'ol;;:: . - . ~ ·~~=-.:.~o..-.:!t,)S.,. 
(M) "' Ql 
"' 
"' 
,_ 
"' 
Ql Ql 
"' ~ "E ~ 0 
0 0 c Ol ...J Q; 
"' 
- 0 c Ol i:5 ~= ·c: c .c ~ a.-o 0 -~ 0 .~ "' c (I) :J 
-"' 
Ql 0 ·o Ql <{ E (/) 0::(.) a.. :r: 
(1) I (2) I (3) I (4) I (5) I (6) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3 0 0 0 0 1 
c:-
,_ (:-C Ol 
"' 
(I) 
Ql 
o.9 c "' 
Ql 
:J 
"E ·c: 0 "' E co :a ...J "' 0 0 Ql 
"' 
-= c 
"' 
Ol ~ i:5 a.o 0 c 
c ~(.) a.. -~ ,_ 0:: Ql Ql :;; :r: .c (/) 0 
<{ 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
' ' 
OSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
·~"'{ :.: ~·. ,..-~ ."!>· • ' . ..i { • ;• .i•:-:"w'9-; t ... , +-!:;- • ,0..' !' ~ ..... ~•i •' .......... • ... •.'!':;~,~::f;i'-a;;.\'"~o.,,.,. ~ .> , ~~-{-~ ;':<,.![;., ', :\.,£:; ·,;.1,.,?:-.,<: ; ' , I _,,, .... • , ,,,/; •.: :;:- .-:~ .. ::~,,:.:, "':~. "': .;::11~.,:-- ., ,·.":- . .::.: ... ~~-".-< , .;,,'1 - ·· ..:1:•· .... ·T.,.. '" .•. !',. ~~~· .. ,,:...;~ '; \ 
ou must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
3yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equival~nt form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
f help. 
Establishment name 
·! :.·.-· 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
_ ...... ··.: • . .:·•·:.•";!E..!i<it . ..: ••. ·:..:. .•. { .. 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Agriprocessors, Inc Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa ------------~----------
Enter the number of 
(A) (B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) (D) (E) (F) CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: Case 
No. 
20703 Geronimo Lopez 
20704 Jerson Junech 
20705 Enrique Choronel 
20706 Asuncion Lopez 
20707 Brad Stahl 
20708 Caryl Heins 
2.0709 Manuel Covarrubias 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
, · ' 
Plumbes 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
02/05 Poultry Packaging 
Hot deveiner 02/06 Deveining 
Laborer 02/07 Non Kosher Beef 
Laborer 02/08 Non Kosher Beef 
Yardman 02/11 Yards 
Laborer 02/16 Laundry room 
Laborer 02/02 Non Kosher Boning 
ublic reporting burden for this collectfon of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
ne to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
formation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
MB control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
S Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
J21 0. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g . Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Laceration to Left Hand Index Finger 
knife blade 
Chemical Irritation to Both Eyes 
Chlorine 
Puncture to Right Hand Ring Finger 
Coworkers Knife 
Laceration to Right Forearm 
knife blade 
Bruised Forehead 
Hit Head on Ladder 
Muscle Strain to Right Hand Palm 
Pulling on Barrels 
Laceration Top of Right Hand 
Hit on corner edge of table. 
Page totals 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
(G) (H) 
X 
0 1 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(I) (J) 
X 
X 
·.·.& 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3 3 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
1 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
Page 4 of 22 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
5 
8 
7 
20 
(M) 
(1 ) 
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X 
7 
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::>SHA 's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log . of Work-Re.lated Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
y .:.... •. · : : 1'=" ·:. • :~~~- .. :":· ....,_,: 1 ":". ~ \ ~:::-ft:. :::-- · ... :z-r~, .-• -... ·;~ .....;·. ·..:~'.'0\.f.;!-~:·~- ' ."'Q"r--.;~":r,: !....- ' -:-:::.-·o: ... :..v.-..~'; ,.. '."S. ..:~:';.':-·J. .-..... -: #· .- .•:":.: : t r::t:,i - ... ~ -#Y.-;:..."'!-f;J:'P;J..; .. ·._-;-.... • -~~.;. ........ --.·~-~. :· - ;:.=;.~--~-:-~·--~ ~;-
)U must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
wond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
r help. 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
City Postville ~~~~-----------------
Enter the number of 
(A) 
Case 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) (D) (E) (F) CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
20710 Reynaldo Murillo 
20711 Daniel Hird 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Driver 
30700 Maria De La Luz Hernandez Laborer 
30701 Jose Ordonez Laborer 
30702 Fredi Azurdia Laborer 
30703 Luis Emilio Laborer 
30704 Carlos Torrez Laborer 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
02/17 Sanitation 
02/16 Yards 
03/01 Truck Wash Area 
03/05 Offal Hoof Room 
03/07 Poultry Cut Up 
03/08 Blood Pit 
03/08 Poultry cut up 
Jblic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
ne to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
formation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
\.18 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
:; Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
1210. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Fracture 5th metacarpal right hand 
Dropped Saw Slide on Hand 
Slight Concussion 
Hit by Box Falling Out of Trailer 
Headache 
slipped and hit head on the floor 
Left Eye Irritation 
Chemical Splashed in Eye (Cirscald) 
Left Eye Irritation 
Hot Ember hit Eye 
Bruised Left Knee 
Kicked by Cow 
Laceration Left Hand Inside Thumb (Palm Area) 
knife blade 
Page totals 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
~~~ ~~~ ~ ·~~:*~~~:,~::~t~f~~~~1~f 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 5 
Away 
From 
Work 
{days) 
(K) 
4 
4 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form. 300A) before you post it. 
Page 5 of 22 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
28 
28 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-01 76 
Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa 
------------~----------
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
. . . ~~·.oc• '· 
(M) 
(1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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C>SHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
·.-~ ····.- . . -:~ .... -- ... : •• . : r~-~~1~~-....:·.ts.!:r·"' ·~;f.···. , s-·.~.: .. :v...:~:::-;~~;.1:' . ·-·- .C.\ . . .... , _ .,.."."S'~ .' r,.- ·:· ... ::- ·-. :.- -:·:.-~ ;..-~.· . ·;'·Y'" •: .· .. ·~ ~.:·.·:,:.~.:•: .. . · .• 
:>u must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medicallreatmenl 
!yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301 ) or eq~ivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
rhelp. 
Establishment name 
City Postville 
(A) 
Case 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness , parts of body affected, and 
objecVsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each cas·e based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
30705 Maria Hasdova Laborer 
30706 Juan Orellana Laborer 
30707 Gabriel Gonzalez Laborer 
>0708 Francisco Real Laborer 
30709 Norberta Davila Laborer 
30710 Jose Guerrero Laborer 
~0711 Jorge Santos Laborer 
illness 
(mo./day) 
03/07 
03/11 
03/12 
03/12 
03/12 
03/13 
03/09 
Laundry room 
Poultry Boning 
Beef Kill 
Sausage Kitchen 
unknown 
unknown 
Truck Wash Area 
b~~~ ~ffY.l~ ·~;~ift~~~t~~;~fl[! 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
Left Hand Middle Finger Bruised X 
Closed in Door 
Laceration to Left Hand Pinky Finger ·x 
saw 
Skin Rash and Irritation 
blood 
LefrFoot Bruised and Swollen 
Foot Slipped under Palletjack 
Strained Back X 
Lifting_ Weights 
Broken Bottom Tooth X 
Slipped and Fell Hitting Mouth on Machine 
Tendon Infection-Right Hand Middle Finger X 
Hit Hand on Pipes as Slipped & Fell 
Page totals 0 1 0 6 
v . 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Agriprocessors, Inc 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
10 
10 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
0 
, . ....,. ...... 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa --------~~--------
Check the "injury'' column or choose one type of 
illness: 
(M) 
(1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
6 
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Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. CD 
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"' 0 
til 
Cll 
"' 
"' Q) 
;blic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
1e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
ormation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
AB control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
; Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
210. Do not send the completed forms to this office. · Page 6 of 22 (1) 
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)SHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
:--:-_, ~., ,., · .. ~ .... ..-~,~ ·:.' :;~')!=..~ ~..;...; ·'·: • -·~· .;_ ~: .::-.:·i"~;;i...~);:'='_r .. ;: - ·.:...:·.~-~~,. :-.-:·-;-.·-: ··:- . ._;, :• :-~~~1.! ;:-7.·~~i<J! ,;.\ta-9"'.!:';c":;f.·:;':,:~ :;-._;; -~:,; ~-- _,. ,1 :e: .-;..·· ;.~.:T.r:~:::·--:;:-:· :r::..::. ':''!·. .. ;(:. :;,.~··:· .. .::.-:,..! ~--~"">·'.is ..•• • .·· " . _.,; ':· :;j;~ .:;.-:~-.~~-.. ~:-r - ~ ·· . ...; ·,v,:, ·,-::}:'" ...... _ ::~.!.;",-~~:-;- ., _. 
lU must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
'yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent fonm for each injury or illness recorded on this fonm. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
·help. 
Establishment name 
City Postville 
(A) 
::ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected , and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
l0712 Javier Hernandez Laborer 
l0713 Carlos M Valdez Laborer 
·m714 Noe Acevedo Laborer 
l0715 Matthew Derrick Manager 
!0716 Ingrid Garcia Laborer 
!0717 Fernando Gutierrez Laborer 
!071 a Lyubov Pitunova laborer 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
03/19 
03/19 
03/15 
03/21 
03/21 
03/23 
03/27 
Kosher boning Fracture to Right Hand 
Trying to Catch Falling Pallets 
Beef Kill Laceration Right Hand Index Finger 
knife blade 
Poultry Evis Lower Lumbar Region Strain 
Repetitive Pulling Motions 
Poultry Evis Left Eye Irritation 
Got Shocked by 11 Ov Electric Cord 
Poultry Retail Right Hand/Wrist Strain 
Repetitive Motion 
Nonkosher Boning Area Right Index Finger Infection From Poke 
Oil Pressure Hose 
Poultry Laceration Right Hand Middle Finger 
Kn ife Blade 
Page totals 
~~l~~~f.!~,~\f1 ~~~~~1~~~~i~~i.i~~~}t! 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 3 3 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor · 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Agriprocessors, Inc 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
4 
4 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
28 
21 
43 
2 
94 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa ----------~~----------
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
(M) 
(1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
5 
Gi 
"E 
0 
UJ 
0 
c 
:;;: 
(/) 
(2) 
0 
;:::. 
0 c: 
· ~g 
·o.:o 
UJ c: 
Ql 0 
0::(.) 
(3) 
0 
0> 
c: 
·c: 
0 
UJ 
·o 
CL 
(4) 
0 
"' UJ 0 
_J 
0> 
c 
·~ 
Ql 
r 
(5) 
0 
(6) 
X 
X 
2 
Be s~re to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. Gi 
"E 
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0> 
c: 
·c: 
0 
UJ 
UJ 
"' 0 
"' Ql 
"' 
"' Ql 
1blic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
1e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
ormation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of infonmation unless it displays a currently valid 
lAB control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
; Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
210. Do not send the completed forms to this office. Page 7 of 22 (1) 
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)SHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
_og of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
·:' s ...... (.~.t" . c~ .. "\.!.;.t ·t./. ,. ~- -~- :t • ~~~:: .... .-.,..;_.;." .0:--:t" ·o.;.~:" .; · :..-!~'.:.:~£,~ -i: .. :. ." ~-~\ ;.l:-t'?.-'""'t: ~" .• t" ... ~,.~~,..;.:· ..... .... ~.~ -.:;',;.:.t ...... !'~w ..... . ~....... ... •. . . -· · ' · .. i. ... .. . ... . ~._!,:.~; . ·' ~,- : .. , . •y·~ .. _._ ... f:~- ·. :v~f·:'t.: . •... 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
a: ~ -.: ··-... · · ; . •. ::., t • .. ... :;; ., . ., . • i-; · T .~ !--=~ · n ••. ~ : " ' • 
u must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
rend first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
Jries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
1ry and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equival~nt form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
help. 
Establishment name 
{A) 
:ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
;0719 Chris Waldschmrdt 
.o7oo Victor Mendez Perez 
·0701 Guillermo De Leon 
·0702 Ricky De La Torre 
:o703 Ivan Mazariegos 
;0704 Eusebio Garcia 
10705 Wayne Hill 
(C) 
Job Title (e:g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
03/31 unknown 
04/13 Poultry 
04/15 Sausage Kitchen 
04/17 Maintenance 
04/1 8 Deveining 
Green Hat · 04/18 Poultry Evis 
Supervisor 04/18 Deveining 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Laceration to Left Hand Middle Finger 
pocket knife blade 
Laceration to Left Ear 
border of v-mag 
Left Side Rib Area Strain 
Bending/Lifting 
Flash burn in both eyes 
plasma torch flash 
Laceration Left Hand Palm 
knife blade 
Irritation to Both Eyes 
Chlorine Splashed in Eyes 
1/4 inch cut behind right ear 
hook 
Page totals 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 0 3 4 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Agriprocessors, Inc 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
0 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
3 
2 
2 
7 
.• - ._:-:.~:.'.:;; ..: :~ -- ;-: ' .• - • . "':.·· . ;; · ":i"~~~.v~ ~"":;' : : 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa ----------~~----------
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
(M) 
(1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
7 
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"E 
0 
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c 
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0 c 
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0 
{6) 
0 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. .... Ql 
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blic. reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
1e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
ormation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
~B control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
i Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
210. Do not send the completed forms to this office. Page 8 of 22 (1) 
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• 
)SHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
_og of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes . 
• • .. -.;;; -:. r ~:- ·r~ ..•. !{!'of,;.i ;::t-~':G~..Y : ...... """:' f,;-li=£~~~ =--~j.:\::L~.:.·'·'· ·-~;;.. -: ;, '·· ..">·-t·.~.m::-·~-- -.• -~:- .;' .:i-.:..""'.: .:: •• ·.'....,..i. " :.- .... t ".l.."'[.l£.-\ --~...::. .;~: ._._..:-!:..: .. ~.:..!.. :.o .• :::: ; ."-1,~.,:: "J..t.~'-:- : -~- . • .•! -·r '",. .~-.-Ji.'.~ .. ~--· -··· 1:~-:..:.~;7-.~:.-~ .. · • ~ ~ _,- .. ·:=·--·-.. 
u must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
Jries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
Jry and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
help. 
Establishment name 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Agriprocessors, Inc Revised 11/09/07 
City Postville ~~~~----------------- State Iowa --------~~-------
(A) 
~ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
.o706 Anna Hill 
.0707 Javier Paron · 
·0700 ~ulian Batzin 
·0701 Sergio Vergara 
·0702 Julian Batzin 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
.o703 Aberlardo Hernandez Laborer 
·0704 Vinicio Santos Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
04/26 Poultry area 
04/24 . ~ot.Jtry area 
05/01 Sanitation 
05/01 Maintenance 
05/04 unknown 
05/03 Poultry_ area 
05/04 Non Kosher Boning 
)lie reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
1rmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
18 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
!10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected , and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Irritation to Eyes 
chlorine fumes in the air 
Laceration Left Hand Thumb 
knife blade 
Hyperextension of Right Thumb 
chemical barrell weight 
Globe Puncture/ Iris Prolapse right eye 
wood splinter 
Laceration Left Hand Palm 
knife blade 
Laceration To Bottom of Right Leg 
Steele edge of box chute 
Pulled Muscles in Stomach Area 
Pulling Large Piece of Meat Across Table 
Page totals 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
~ill:j~~; ~~~~1(i~-~i;~~·~·:~t~ i~~~i~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 3 3 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
4 
4 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
{days) 
(L} 
4 
7 
14 
12 
37 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
Page 9 of 22 
Check the "injury'' column or choose one type c 
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)SHA 's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This fonn contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
• ' -~~ ' ~ · · ;.•:: •w " . :.-~~":"-!,;.-:,..;'"t.-'"";~;.. ·• i.:'.:.~." .: "" . -!'· , ·;:''--" .. ~t..~ ~~·~r~""'jo{;~·.;.::~t:;~: .;a ••. • ... ~;..:.,.~~;· .. : ·~-='·~·. ., , ~. "·t,';,•~":- :,;~¥ "":.'~ ~ ~.· ...,;o :;<- ·:: !. ~~- ~ r;:;~.\!" •• ::,-~ .q· ·.: .;,1 .-:.:-- ;. :· :'". ·:•'..!.-... 
JU must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
'yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 30 f) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
· help. 
Establishment name 
:-::-.:.. .• ... -: ... 
Agriprocessors, Inc 
Enter the number of 
{A) (B) (C) 
Employee's Name 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
(F) CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
:ase 
No. 
50705 Luis Lopez 
>0706 Carlos Garcia 
>0707 rwilfredo Rodriguez 
>0708 Alejandro Ramirez 
50709 Luis Lopez 
5071 o Adolfo Soluvi 
50711 Rigoberto Garcia 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
Laborer 05/08 
Laborer 05/07 
Laborer 05/1 0 
Laborer 05/13 
Green Hat 05/15 
Laborer 05/16 
Laborer 05/16 
unknown 
Beef kill 
Shipping dock 
Beef Kill Floor 
Poultry Evis 
Beef Kill Floor 
Beef kill 
blic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
1e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
ormation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
AB control number. If you have any comments about these estimqtes or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
; Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
210. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Riqht Hand Bruised and Swollen 
Slipped and Fell on Hand 
Bruise in Upper Chest 
Kicked in Chest by Cow 
Lower Lumbar Strain 
Twisted as Picking up a Box of Meat 
Left Hand and Arm Swollen 
Hit by Falling Chain 
Left Hand Index Finger Bruised/Swollen 
Hit by Piece of Dropped Equipment 
Laceration Lef Hand Palm 
knife blade 
Right Hand Trauma 
Smashed in Door Kicked by Cow 
Page totals 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
""'-·~;- .... • •f. • . ... ... ~ 1' :·:.;: ·,~, 
~!:~~~~-~ :tB~~:~ w~::. ·:/;:~~s~~~~:T;~~-:=_~.. ~-~ ~[)eath . ~-;'"'.: .: ~ :~.-.... ~: :'~ · ... -;.o.. ..,.~emaJnetf~at·work .. _:- l~~ tF~ ·~: ·::, ~~?~:~~~~:· ~ ~~~{.~~i~~$/f~Ji~i~ ~:_.~ ;_· .~ : ~~?~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 0 3 4 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
0 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
11 
14 
5 
30 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
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Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11 !09/07 
State Iowa --------~~--------
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
(M) 
(1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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OSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes . U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
~ --~-~ : :, •~ · '1:-Y (.:......; .. ~ --':::::...!.:.. ~~ :-;~.;. .... :-..,. ;';··.::-: ·. :....·~-- • ..... .;;;·~~:• :".:-.;~-!.-~ ~~, :~-;:.::· •·r.-..:,t..:.:::: !~~">::-~·t.· .·... ;, • C"t ., ,....•"-:t.~~~!:;-':"=-:\\t :;-. ··, '"'. ;-~.. : ·,.. ~2:1~~W:T=..{>-'"'v"'"' • •• : ~ -~;;._,-;:_: --· .• : ~::. • - i:!··"'.!.~· ·;.1';-o..:--: ·f- · ··-~-;., .. ·.·.: ·' ·~ . .._.:·.: : '".:;.l:,:·: __ ; ::: .:·: _ • ;·o;-~:; . - . ..-.. ..,; .--;f.· r_.;:..-
ou must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
~yond first aid. You rnust also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed. by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
1uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301 ) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
•r help. 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
City Postville ~~~~-----------------
Enter the number of 
(A) (B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) (D) (E) (F) CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
::::ase 
No. 
50712 Estuardo Cum 
>0713 Roger Nichols 
i0714 Braulio Mejia 
i07 15 Juan Coyan 
m16 Jeremias Guevara 
i0717 Carlos Torrez 
0718 Candido Peren 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
05/20 
05/20 
05/21 
05/21 
05/25 
05/28 
05/28 
Poultry Cut up 
Shipping Freezer 
Beef Packaging 
Beef Kill 
Beef Kill Offal 
Poultry Boning 
Poultry Evis 
Jiic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
:; to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
1rmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
18 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
:10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected , and 
objecVsubstance that directly injured qr made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Laceration Right Hand Ring Finger 
Blade of Ossid Machine 
Left Arm/Sholder Strain 
bad move with heavy box 
Lower Lumbar Strain 
Lifting Heavy Box 
Tendon Laceration Right Hand Thumb 
knife blade 
Bruised and Swollen Left Hand 
Closed in Door Pushed by Cow 
Laceration Left Thumb Tip 
saw blade 
Low Back Strain 
slipped on wet floor 
Page totals 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was : 
~~~-~~~;~!~~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 4 2 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
2 
2 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
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On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
13 
8 
15 
21 
7 
64 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11!09/07 
State Iowa --------~~--------
Check.the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
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OSHA •s Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes . U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
. _·.·~ · · ..... · .· ...:.· ~· ... ~·;. -Fr · .. - :\ •·.:-- ·.... ~ 
·au must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss. of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
eyond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
rjuries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
:jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301 ) o~ equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
'r help. 
,;.' j 
.. -~·~ ~ .... • 'J ·- : - • 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
Enter the number of 
(A) 
Case 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) (D) (E) (F) CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
50719 Luz Morales 
50720 German Martinez 
50721 Antonio Vasquez 
)0722 Cesar Gomez 
)0723 Antonio Argueta 
i0724 A lex Ordonez 
)0700 Michael Lechuga 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e .g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
05128 
05/31 
05129 
05/31 
05/31 
05/31 
06/01 
Poultry Evis 
Poultry 
Poultry cut up 
Kosher boning 
Blood Pit 
Poultry Boning 
Poultry Evis Room 
blic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
mnation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
18 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
?1 0. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected , and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Laceration Right Forearm 
knife blade 
Bruised Chest 
Pinned by Scissor Lift Equipment 
Back Strain 
repetitive bending 
Stained Muscles in Side 
Caught Large Piece of Meat as it was Falling 
Bruised Left Side and Hip 
Kicked by Cow as he was Shackling It 
Laceration to Left Forearm 
Knife Blade 
Right Knee Hyperextended 
Slipped on Plastic 
Page totals 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
.. •' 
~p~~1~~ -~~i~~~ - ~ ;:;~~ ~~~ ~~18.~ . ~-.;~ 
Job transfer Other record-
Away 
From 
Work 
or restriction able cases (days) 
(G) (H) (I) (J) (K) 
X 
X 2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 4 2 2 
Be sCire to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A)_before you post it. 
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On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
10 
15 
7 
2 
4 
38 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa 
Check the "injury" column or choose one type 
illness: 
. ~·. ... ....... ·· /, ~ 
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:lSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
•-: : Jk-4~ • •• \ ::; .... .:: -·. 
. ····~ · 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
• •:' • • r' -· -~ • 
)U must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
!yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and ilinesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
'llry and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or E(quivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
r help. 
Establishment name 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
· ... .; 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Agriprocessors, Inc Revised 11 /09/07 
City Postville ~~~~---------
State ____ ___:.lo::...w:..:...=a ___ _ 
(A) 
::ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
10701 Jose L Melendez 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
:o702 Zachariah Stephenson Supervisor 
i0703 Luis Barrutia Laborer 
;o704 Michael Lechuga Laborer 
mos Jose Ordones Laborer 
mos Carolina Chacon Laborer 
0707 Leandro Lopez Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
06/04 
06/05 
06/10 
06/06 
06/12 
06/13 
06/20 
Poultry Area 
Maintenance 
Non Kosher Boning 
unknown 
Deveining 
unknown 
basement 
)lie reporting burden for this collection of information is· estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
1rmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
IB control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data coHeclioo, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
!10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
-,.:: .;. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Chest Congestion 
chemical fumes 
lrriation to Both Eyes 
SAS Chemical Splashed Into Them 
Laceration to Left Thumb Knuckle 
knife blade 
Alledged Lung Infection 
Inhaled Dust From Place Where Chickens Dumped 
Laceration to Left Eyebrow 
Knife Blade 
Sprained Right Ankle 
Slipped on Piece of Fat on Floor 
Laceration to Right Thumb 
knife blade 
Page totals 
> • 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
i . .•• ..:~ :&-~··· '.!"': • • . - . - ~-.f._: ... -}~~i~-.~~·: ':, 
· /. '~ b.a's'awii)t \.::-, :_.· :· .. _·. ~ ._,,.·. · ·:.;.-. · ·.:· · ·:: Death ·._ •• ,J:.~, ,_; .. ,,.c!'< ~,:;·;-; :,Remamed ·at work . ·- ;,· 
, --. -~O~rrt~~~~·,~ :··'(·~~:: . . :.~ f~~~:}:~.(~:'/:·.~-· - .'.~~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 2 0 5 
..... ~ : . . 
.· . 
.... 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
10 
6 
16 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
14 
14 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
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Check the "injury" column or choose one type 1 
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)SHA 's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of L abo r 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
>u ~ust ~ecord inform~ti~n.~boui"~ve~ ~;;k~~~~~·dl~j~ry or illness th~t i~·~~lv~s lo~~ of ~~n;~;;~~~ess, restricted ~~;k acti;i~ or job transfer, days a~ay from work, ;;~~dical treatment 
,yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
·help. 
·.·._ .... -_. .. ...... ~. .·· 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
City Postville 
-------------------------
~ .. ··;_·';_-. . . . 
Enter the number of 
(A) (B) 
Employee's Name 
(C) (D) (E) (F) CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
:::ase 
No. 
·0708 
0709 
0710 
0711 
·071-·2 
0700 
Gladys Rodriguez 
Arturo Ortiz 
Norberta Davila 
Vicente Machic 
Vinicio Santos 
Jason Colich 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Driver 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
06/21 
06/21 
06127 
06/28 
06/29 
07/03 
Shipping area 
Non Kosher Boning 
Maintenance 
Poultry Evis 
Non Kosher Boning 
Shipping Dock 
•lie reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
' to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
rmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of infonnation unless it displays a currently valid 
a control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
10. Do not send the completed fonns to this office. 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Sprained Right Knee 
slippery cement floor 
Back, Left Arm and Side Muscle Strain 
Slipped and Fell, Piece of Meat Fell On Him 
Left Foot Swollen and Bruised 
Dropped Blade Grinding Machine on Foot 
Laceration to Stomach 
knife blade 
Laceration to Top of Right Leg 
knife blade 
Cracked Jaw Bone, Facial Lacerations, 
Right Shoulder Bruised 
employee caught between trailer and dock 
Page totals 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
·~': .. .. ! ~ 
Away 
From 
Job transfer Other record- Work 
or restriction able cases (days) 
(G) (H) (I) (J) (K) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 7 
0 1 3 2 7 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
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On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
9 
22 
16 
47 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11 /09/07 
State Iowa 
----------------------------
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
-
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)SHA 's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
: ' . . . 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
lU must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
·help. 
Establishment name 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Agriprocessors, Inc Revised 11/09/07 
City Postville ~~~~----------------- State Iowa --------~~--------
ldenii'ty.the person . -~·-/:. ... ·;:-:.. .::· ... - .. ·--~ · 'Bescinhe .the case . . -~:. .... . ~-· < ~·.,· ', ~ Dia·~~if¥.,the cti~e :-; :·· · ·>''2? )---~:., ... ':.:;:;::::. ~ · 
(A) 
:::ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
0701 Marcela Hernandez 
0702 Elmer Mejia 
0703 Mark Holly 
0704 David Castillo 
0705 Alberto Reyes 
0706 Cornelio Garcia 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g. , 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Sawman 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Sawman 
Catcher 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
07/01 
07/08 
07/09 
07/10 
07/16 
07/22 
Poultry Evis 
Beef Retail 
Offal Room 
Shipping freezer 
Beef Retail 
Poultry Kill 
0707 Randy Tornow Technician 07/24 Maintenance 
llic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
: to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
rmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
8 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecVsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Laceration to Left Thumb Knuckle 
knife blade 
Laceration Left Hand Between Index and Middle Finger 
knife blade 
Lumbar Strain 
falling goinQ down the stairs 
Left Foot Swollen and Bruised 
Order Picker 
Laceration to Right Index Finger 
knife blade 
Laceration to Left Wrist 
knife blade 
Flash Burn to Both Eyes 
flash light from welder 
Page totals 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
•. 
•• <;.. :;.._.-, ... 
= ->~-; ~na · ~ ~~~( :-~.:;-.. ,~~~~;~_ . .:.~:·};f::s~~~·~~\~:.:.-i ~~/-:> 
Dealh · .. .Y. , :·-,-Xi ·· . ".Remained at .wor~ :::·-: ,-: 
·· .'; , tr,gr:nw~r~,i, ~_;~ · .. \~::.:,·~'~ ."' :·/;.!~~--~~.:; :; .. · · 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 4 2 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
2 
2 
.•. .. ...... t-... ~ 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
2 
4 
6 
5 
17 
;, ., .. 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
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Check the "injury'' column or choose one type of 
illness: 
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)SHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
• ~ . ,or. 
lU must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care profession.al. You must also record work-related 
uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
·help. 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
City Postville 
~-----------------------
(A) 
::ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
'0708 Anderson Lopez 
'0709 Lucas Palmer 
;o?oo Lorenzo Torres 
;o701 Melbin Ordones 
;0702 Peter Hajda 
.o?03 Margarita Sis 
-0704 Rolando Perez 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Opener 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
07/25 Deveinif"!.9_ 
05127 Poultry Evis 
08/02 Beef Kill 
08/05 Poultry cut up 
08/06 Coolers 
08/07 Poultry retail 
08/02 Beef Kill 
:>lie reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
mnation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
IS control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
!10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
-·" 
... · . ·;. :~-~. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected , and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Strain to Back Region 
stretching to reach a piece of meat. 
Left Side of Neck Bruised/Strained 
fell and hit his neck on drain trough venter machine 
Bruised Chest 
Hit in Chest By Cow 
Laceration to Left Hand Index Finger 
knife blade 
Strained Lower Back 
picking up rib from the floor 
Bruised Lower Back 
Fell Down Stairs 
Laceration Inner Right Arm by Elbow 
knife blade 
Page totals 
·' -...  :··. ~ -:;,; "' :- .,_,.-;--.. 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
, .... _·. 4-\,! , .. ~.: 
:~~·t;:F~~~ · oa;~\~ is ~=- · .;:~:\~./·- ~ ~ ~-.. ·• . ·_ • ._ .'~.;\~~~ 
D~alh· ··'- -· : , • ....-~ · .: . ' :.~.Remained at work ·: : .~: ~~·~>:.~::,._: il:~_in'i'f~~·~ _··:··::/. , .~..... . . ·-, >.p 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) {I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 3 3 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
.·., -~-:.. 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
3 
3 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
{days) 
(L) 
14 
14 
14 
7 
49 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
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- :\ ... ~;.· 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11 /09/07 
State Iowa ----------~~----------
~ .. -..... 
-~-"~/:~. 
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
•. l•:. 
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OSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
.. ·'. ;..'' -. 
. . .· .. . .. 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes . 
w must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
~yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
:ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301 ) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
r help. 
Establishment name 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Adrninistration 
·.: .. :: 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Agriprocessors, Inc Revised 11(09/07 
State Iowa City Postville ~~---------------------
------------------------
~ .. · .... ···"' . - - •· ..... \,.·. .... ~ . ~:-- : .. ,_ -Describe the case ,;. .. 
·-
(A) (B) 
:::ase Employee's Name 
No. 
i07D5 Harley Gentz 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g ., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e .g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
08/09 Chemical room 
:o706 Angel Garcia Laborer . 08/09 Shipping dock 
;Ot07 Gabriel Gonzalez Laborer 08/13 Beef Kill 
:o70B Jeremias Lopez ~a borer 08/1 4 Non Kosher boning 
-0709 Jean Winter Laborer 08/09 Maintenance 
0710 Lyubov Pitunova Laborer 08/19 Poultry area 
0711 Silvia Sitan Laborer 08/22 Non Kosher beef 
;lie reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
~ to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
~·malion . Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
of3 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
'10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Bruised Left Hip and Legs 
falling on concrete floor 
Left Foot Swollen and Bruised 
pallet and forklift 
Laceration to Right Thumb 
knife blade 
Laceration to Right Forearm 
Coworker's Knife Blade 
Let Foot and Toe Irritation 
Chemical Water 
Irritation to Both Eyes 
Chlorine 
Laceration to Top of Left Hand Near Thumb 
knife blade 
Page totals 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
; •·. -:-. ·';',.'{ : .. ,.. ·= ., . ; ' ' :· 
---~.i_ : .. A ··Qay~ :~~~}~ ~-··-~~ .~. ·t~:-~~::~j~-~::·(~.~~~~~~->··:: :~.' 
.Death : • ·- ~, ·-' _. __ ··, . -· f<emamea at work ._.-_ .. · · .. · ::~::~. frOrJ1 ~9~~~ . ·:: ~~:~:~/:~~~:t~z~~-~~~·=:-~-;··:-~:~!~:~· 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) {I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 0 2 5 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was : 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
0 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
5 
2 
7 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
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Check the "injury" column or ch oose one type of 
illness: 
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OSHA'$ Form 300 (Rev. 01 t2004) Year 2007 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Healtb Administration 
' • • J_.- ·.- :. .. ~ •• 
ou must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
:yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301} or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
or help. 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
City Postville ~~~-------------------
·,._"':'_t./· 
(A) 
Case 
No. 
~-0712 
j.Q713 
!0714 
10715 
10700 
tQ.7G4. 
10702 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
Eric Munzon 
Elmer Lopez 
Rolando Poron 
Austin Zellmer 
Jorge Pastor 
Antonio Ortiz 
.. 
Paul Lake 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Manager 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day} 
08/23 
08/26 
08/30 
08/30 
09/03 
~ 
08/29 
Fry Line Area 
Beef kill Offal 
Deveining 
Beef Kill 
Poultry cut up 
Poultry Kill 
Shipping 
)lie reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
:rmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
18 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
~ 1 o. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecVsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Left Arm Strain 
pressure hose 
Laceration to Right Arm 
knife blade 
Laceration Right Hand Middle Finger 
knife blade 
Laceration Left Hand Index Finger 
knife blade 
Laceration Left Hand Index Finger 
knife blade 
, t"' '"' ~ 
dust, feathers and debris 
Paraformance Nerve Injury 
Tripped and Fell on Left Hip 
Page totals 
. 
.•.. . . : .. 
.. ·--=: ~-- --·~·-- -
- .. . •· 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
. ·~: . 
~~~~; ~~~~t~{ {{l~k)tk~}f~~;~~~~t-~~/f.f~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-· ·. :· ·:::.· 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
2 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
2 
7 
BASIC FIRST AIDE- NO TREATMENT 
X 50 14 
0 1 3 2 52 24 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
Page 18 of 22 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State _____ ___.:l.:..ow,;_;_::a ___ _ 
Check the '!injury" column or choose one type o 
illness: 
-' 
. : ··~ ··. 
(M) "' (I) 
"' 
"' Cii 
"' 
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"E 2::- "' :§ 0 
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E :>2 Q) 0 ·o Q) < (j) a:u a.. J: 
(1) (2) (3} (4} (5) (6) 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
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6 0 0 0 0 0 
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a: Q) (I) 32 J: .s:::; (f) 0 
<i: 
(1} (2) (3) (4) (5) (6} 
OSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work .. Related Injuries and Illnesses 
' . ... .. ~~- ·-~ . . ' ·~ . -
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
. ~· .. . 
ou must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
~yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
juries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
jury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 3Q 1} or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office Establishment name 
r help. 
(A) 
Case 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
~ Abraham White 
J0704 Jose J Cisneros 
10705 Ivan Mazariegos 
;o706 Eduardo Soy 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
10707 Zachariah Stephenson · Supervisor 
10708 Wesley Beisker Supervisor 
!0700 Allan Billmeyer Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
Maintenance 
09/05 Deveining 
09/12 Deveining 
09/17 Beef Kill 
09/19 Chiller 
09/23 Beef Retail 
10/01 Maintenance 
. ~~:- ..... :f_.~- . ;-.. ~ .; . 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
sprained right ankle 
missteped 
Laceration Right Hand Palm 
knife blade 
Strained Right Hand 
repetitive motion 
Laceration Left Hand Middle Finger Knuckle 
hook 
Chest Congestion/Discomfort 
handling electric equipment with wet gloves 
Sprained Right Knee 
icy concrete floor 
Left Foot Bruised and Swollen 
timber fell on his foot 
Page totals 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
.·.::·.··;· "-.. ··-
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
BASIC FIRST AIDE- NO TREATMENT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 .0 1 5 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Agriprocessors, Inc 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
0 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
3 
3 
.·i'". 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11 /09/07 
State ____ ___:l..::o..:..:w..::a:.__ ___ _ 
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
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Be s8'r~ to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. Qj 
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blic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
e to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
xmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
18 control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
?10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. Page 19of22 (1) 
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)SHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
>u must record information about every w~rk-related injury or illness th~t'i~volves loss ~f consciousness, restricted work actl~ty or job transfer, da;s a~a; fr~~ work, or medical treatment 
yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 30 1) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
·help. 
... ·· ·-
Establishment name 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176 
Agriprocessors, Inc Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa City Postville ~~~~----------------- --------~~--------
(A) 
=:ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
10701 Dielman Valle 
10702 Dean Sampson 
10703 Juan Cancinos 
10704 Nicole Miller 
•0705 Angel Rangel 
0706 Toni Mishler 
0107 Eliseo Mican 
(C) (D) (E) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
Laborer 
illness 
(mo./day) 
10/02 
Laborer 1 0/02 
Laborer 10/07 
Green Hat 1 0/11 
Green hat 1 0/15 
Laborer 10/16 
Laborer 10/16 
Non Kosher Boning 
Beef Kill Barn 
Shipping dock 
Poultry Evis 
Poultry Salt area 
Poultry Boning 
Poultry Evis 
•!ic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
! to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
rma!ion. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
B control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
10. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
objecUsubstance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree bums on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Laceration Right Hand Pinky Finger 
knife blade 
Left Leg Bru ised/Swollen 
Kicked by Cow 
Strained Right Hip and Leg 
moving boxes 
Back Strain 
Fell Against Evis Troff 
Bruised Back 
dock door fell 
Left Hand Thumb Strain 
repetitive motion 
Laceration Left Forearm 
knife blade 
Page totals 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
.. -: ... · .. ,·:--·.-. 
~~~r~; ·::*~~i~t{~ ·~11~¥~~f~~~i~~-~r~t ; :.:·:~ 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 2 4 
~ '· .- .. ,, .. 
::-.. :.:· ,: ;_ ''~~~ :;.::') ~:· 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
1 
1 
·- ~ ........... 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
3 
14 
17 
(M) 
(1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. Q; E c::-c: o.2 
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:>SHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) 
Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
. ·-. ·., .. . : ..... ~ l .... . ::. ~- .; ..... : t -~ • . ~ :... • • . • 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes. 
JU must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
~yond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
uries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
ury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301 ) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
r help. 
Establishment name 
Year 2007 
U.S. Department of L abor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Form approved OMB no . 1218-0176 
Agriprocessors,lnc Revised 11 /09/07 
State Iowa City Postville 
----------------------------- ------------~----------
(A) 
: ase 
No. 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
J0708 David Bloom 
J0709 Silvia Hernandez 
1071 0 Terease Spicher 
10711 Juan Coyan 
10712 Bobby Holladay 
:0713 Luis Ordonez 
'0714 John Tona 
.. 
' -· ..... __ ....... 
. ·I.. . . .:. ;':,..:\. !~ . _;, 
(C) (D) (E) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e.g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
Laborer 
Laborer 
Laborer 
illness 
(mo./day) 
10/17 
09/11 
10/21 
Laborer 1 0/19 
Supervisor 10/24 
Laborer 1 0/29 
Chief Acct. 10/30 
Maintenance 
RTE Room 
Poultry Retail 
Beef Kill 
Air Chill Line 
Coolers 
Accounting Office 
>lie reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
~ to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
rmation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
B control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: 
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
1 0. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
.. ·_'i .... 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Back Strain 
carrying steel 
Bruised Left Elbow 
fall ing on the floor 
Left Shoulder Strain 
repetitive motion 
Right Hand Bruised and Swollen 
lid of the machine fell on hand 
Alledged Hernia 
Pulling on Chain 
Laceration Left Hand Ring Finger 
knife blade 
Lower Lumbar Strain 
lifting 5 gallon water bottle 
Page totats 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on 
the most serious outcome for that case: 
:;;~i~~ ~ :~i~~~. : ,>~·:;.~~~~1~~Jili6·t/>~~~T~ 
·z~." ... :tf~.~gr~. . .. , :~:;::.:;~~: · · 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 1 2 4 
Enter the number of 
days the injured or ill 
worker was: 
... ·. 
._,_ 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
28 
28 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
7 
7 
14 
~ .. 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 3DOA) before you post it. 
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)SHA 's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004) Year 2007 
_og of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses 
Attention: This form contains information relating 
to employee health and must be used in a manner 
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the 
extent possible while the information is being used 
for occupational safety and health purposes . U.S. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
• . .:...... ... ~ · . '-"· . .. .; ->- · . ~ .:.- • • • • .;.t ·: ... • , ·.. : • 
u must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves Joss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment 
10nd first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related 
1ries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete an 
1ry and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA office 
help. 
Establishment name Agriprocessors, Inc 
(A) 
:ase 
No. 
0715 
0700 
0701 
(B) 
Employee's Name 
Oscar Gonzalez 
Efrain Camarillo 
Gerardo Sir 
(C) 
Job Title (e.g., 
Welder) 
Laborer 
Green Hat 
Laborer 
(D) (E) 
Date of Where the event occurred 
injury or (e .g. Loading dock north 
onset of end) 
illness 
(mo./day) 
10/31 
11/02 
11/07 
Poultry Boning 
Salt Storage Area 
(Under Construction) 
Sausage North Kitchen 
lie reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including 
to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of 
mation. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid 
l control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact 
)epartment of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 
i 0. Do not send the completed forms to this office. 
(F) 
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected , and 
object/substance that directly injured or made person 
ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right forearm from 
acetylene torch) 
Laceration Left Hand Index Fingertip 
Biro Saw 
Fractured Left Tibia -Ankle Level 
Fell and Ran Over Self With Pallet Jack 
Evulsion of right hand middle finger tip 
Gear Box 
Page totals 
City Postville ~~~~-----------------
··:.:·- ... 
Enter the number of 
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on days the injured or ill 
the most serious outcome for that case: worker was: 
·· ·:·~~~: ;:o~ ~-:~wJ :·. "i·;,(~x.·~ .".:-:~ .. .. . ._ ,~·:· · :.·~· 
.Death· "=-'-'-Y. .·.:i(!lr.· ::-;!J7Remained at work · ',~· T~.: ;.:.··:J!.orn. ~~~.;).: :·~~·; .. ? ~:· · . • .'.'[;: 
Job transfer Other record-
or restriction able cases 
(G) (H) (I) (J) 
X 
X 
X 
0 2 1 0 
Away 
From 
Work 
(days) 
(K) 
5 
21 
26 
On job 
transfer or 
restriction 
(days) 
(L) 
14 
14 
Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it. 
Page 22 of 22 
Form approved OMS no. 1218-0176 
Revised 11/09/07 
State Iowa ----------~--------
Check the "injury" column or choose one type of 
illness: 
. : ~ •; ·: . ~- . ···t~'r,i.; 
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